Transverse isotropy is realized by one characteristic direction-for instance, the fibre direction in fibrereinforced materials. Commonly, the characteristic direction is assumed to be constant, but in some cases-for instance, in the constitutive description of biological tissues, liquid crystals, grain orientations within polycrystalline materials or piezoelectric materials, as well as in optimization processes-it proves reasonable to consider reorienting fibre directions. Various fields can be assumed to be the driving forces for the reorientation process, for instance, mechanical, electric or magnetic fields. In this work, we restrict ourselves to reorientation processes in hyper-elastic materials driven by principal stretches.
INTRODUCTION
Transverse isotropic materials, i.e. materials with one characteristic direction, can be found in various fields of our daily life. In many cases the characteristic direction is fixed in the matrix we postulate reorientation along the maximum principal strain direction. Furthermore, in this contribution, we restrict ourselves to hyper-elastic formats for the stress tensor. The major intention of this paper is the derivation of a robust and efficient algorithmic formulation and its consistent linearization within a finite element framework. In this context, we assume as an additional material property a rotation of the characteristic direction, where in drilling rotations are excluded. Even though we will restrict ourselves to studying a specific constitutive model, the general algorithmic formulation can be applied to a wide range of applications. To be specific, the consistent linearization related to a reorienting fibre direction embedded into an iterative finite element context will be useful for various types of adaptive materials as indicated above.
The paper is organized as follows: The constitutive framework for transversely isotropic materials is summarized in Section 2. This includes the essential kinematic equations for finite deformations as well as the constitutive description of transverse isotropy. In Section 3, essential equations describing the reorientation process are derived. Firstly, the evolution in time of a line element according to a rigid body motion is considered, later on to describe the evolution of the characteristic direction driven by principal stretches. Section 4 contains the consistent linearization of the material model, including an algorithmic update scheme for the characteristic direction as well as the incremental tangent modulus. In the last section, we discuss the material model by means of numerical examples. Firstly, the material behaviour is demonstrated by a simple tension test before we apply the theory to a homogeneous and an inhomogeneous boundary value problem. The paper closes with a short conclusion in Section 6.
CONSTITUTIVE FRAMEWORK
In this section, we summarize in brief the essential kinematics for the non-linear deformation problem, as well as the constitutive equations for transversely isotropic hyper-elasticity. For a detailed overview on non-linear continuum mechanics, we refer to the monographs by Chadwick [24] and Holzapfel [25] .
Essential kinematics
Let X and x denote the placements of a particle in the material and the spatial configurations B 0 and B t at times t 0 and t, respectively, and u the appropriate non-linear deformation map x = u(X, t)
The corresponding deformation gradient
describes the tangent map from the material tangent space T X B 0 to the spatial tangent space T X B t and J := det F>0 is the Jacobian. As a deformation measure, we introduce the right Cauchy-Green tensor in the material configuration C = F t · F = with n C I denoting the principal stretch direction associated with the principal stretch C I , whereby, in this contribution we sort the principal stretches such that the index I increases with increasing principal stretch, namely
To describe the evolution in time of the spatial line element with respect to the spatial line element itself
the spatial velocity gradient can be introduced as
with{ •} = * t {•}| X characterizing the material time derivative of a quantity {•} and v =ẋ being the spatial velocity.
Transversely isotropic hyper-elasticity
For the representation of transverse isotropy, it is common practice to introduce the characteristic direction n A in the material configuration or rather the sign-independent structural tensor A, whereby in this contribution the characteristic direction is assumed to be a non-constant, reorienting unit vector
The characteristic direction describes, for instance, the fibre direction in a fibre-reinforced material or the collagen fibres in the arterial wall. Thus, the evolution of the characteristic direction must be orthogonal to the characteristic direction itself
Following the notation of Schönflies, see Borchardt-Ott [26], transverse isotropy is characterized by the symmetry group D ∞h := {Q ∈ O(3)|Q · A · Q t = A}. The evolution equation describing the reorientation process is introduced in Section 3.
To describe the characteristic material response, constitutive equations must be defined. In this contribution, we restrict ourselves to the modelling of hyper-elasticity, which requires the definition of a free energy function 0 , depending on the deformation gradient F. To satisfy the invariance under superposed rigid body motions, the dependency of 0 on the deformation gradient is commonly realized by a dependency on the right Cauchy-Green tensor C. Since the free energy of an anisotropic material depends, in general, on the orientation of the material, an exclusive dependence of 0 on C would lead to an anisotropic free energy function, i.e. for transverse isotropy the works of Lokhin and Sedov [27] and Boehler [28] , we extend the tensor function isotropically by means of structural tensors. This leads to the following isotropic representation of the free energy function for transverse isotropy
with Q now being allowed to be any member of the orthogonal group O(3). The dependency on the right Cauchy-Green tensor and the structural tensor is realized by invariants, for instance, the basic invariants I i=1,2,3 = tr(C i ) and the mixed invariants I i=4,5 = tr(C i−3 · A)
see Spencer [29] and Schröder [30] . Insertion of the free energy function (11) into the ClausiusPlanck inequality
together with the definition of the Piola-Kirchhoff stresses as work conjugate quantity to the right Cauchy-Green tensor
yields the reduced dissipation inequality
The standard form of the dissipation inequality D 0 = 1 2 S :Ċ −˙ 0 0 might here be violated by the evolution of the characteristic direction. As described in Garikipati et al. [31] for the description of remodelling, processes that may stiffen the material, chemical or thermal processes must be included to satisfy thermodynamical consistency. Thus, as is common in the theory of open systems, we introduced the extra entropy term S 0 in Equations (12) and (14) to capture such effects, which, apart from these two instances, are not explicitly addressed in this article. For a detailed outline, the reader is referred to the textbook of Holzapfel [25] in the context of closed systems and to the works of Epstein and Maugin [32] , Kuhl and Steinmann [33, 34] , Himpel [35] and Menzel [6] in the context of open systems. In this work, we confine ourselves to representations with respect to the material setting. For a direct formulation of hyper-elasticity in terms of spatial arguments, see Menzel and Steinmann [36] and Menzel [9] .
EVOLUTION EQUATION
In this section, the reorientation of the characteristic direction is described by means of an evolution equation. Even though a particular format is chosen, the general numerical approach can be applied to different types of adaptation processes. tensor is completely characterized by three scalar values, it can also be described by its axial vector t = − 1 2 T skw : e, with e denoting the third-order permutation tensor. The action of the skew tensor applied to any vector a ∈ R 3 is identical to the cross-product of the corresponding axial vector and a, i.e. T skw · a = t × a.
The symmetric-skew symmetric decomposition of the velocity gradient in (6) yields
with the rate of deformation tensor and the spin tensor
respectively. The spin tensor can also be represented by its axial vector x and describes the rate of rotation contained in the deformation map. For rigid body motions x(X, t) = c(t) + R(t) · X, where R is the proper orthogonal rotation tensor, the spatial velocity gradient becomes
which is a skew symmetric tensor field. Thus, for a rigid body motion, the rate of deformation tensor vanishes and the spin tensor is equal to the spatial velocity gradient:
so that the variation of the line element in (5) with respect to time reduces to a pure rotation:
Kinematics-based reorientation
As depicted in Figure 1 (a), the evolution of the characteristic directionṅ A can be represented as a rotation about the axis x A . Thus, analogous to Equation (19) , the variation of the characteristic direction in time becomesṅ
wherein the angular velocity x A must be specified in more detail. Recall that the orthogonality condition in (8) is a priori satisfied. For linear and finite elasticity, it has been shown that a critical state of the free energy can be reached if the strain and stress tensors are coaxial, see for instance, Cowin [37] , Vianello [21, 22] and Sgarra and Vianello [23, 38] . In isotropic materials this condition is a priori satisfied, however, in anisotropic materials this is not satisfied a priori. Insertion of the invariant-based version of the free energy function (11) 2 into the general definition of the Piola-Kirchhoff stresses (13) and application of the chain rule yields the Piola-Kirchhoff stresses
depending on the scalar values S i = 2* 0 /*I i and the derivatives of the invariants with respect to the right Cauchy-Green tensor The characteristic direction n A rotates such that in the equilibrium state an alignment with the principal stretch direction n C 3 is achieved. To avoid drilling rotation, the angular velocity x A must be perpendicular to the plane spanned by n A and n C 3 .
From Equation (21), one can easily read that coaxiality of the structural tensor A and the right Cauchy-Green tensor C involves coaxiality of the Piola-Kirchhoff stresses S and the right CauchyGreen tensor C. Such coaxiality can be achieved by aligning the characteristic direction n A with one of the principal directions of the right Cauchy-Green tensor. Hence, in this contribution, we assume an alignment with the maximum principal stretch direction
see also Equations (3) and (4). Such an ansatz is particularly reasonable for the computation of biomaterials and during optimization processes in material or structural design. Analogous to the theory of smooth shells, see for instance, Betsch et al. [39] and the references cited therein, we exclude drilling rotations about the characteristic direction n A . As depicted in Figure 1 (b), the angular velocity must be perpendicular to the plane spanned by n A and n C 3 , which we incorporate via
where the material parameter t >0 acts like a relaxation parameter, see also Menzel [6] . For t → ∞, one can easily observe from Equation (24) that the evolution of the characteristic direction tends to zeroṅ A → 0, or the characteristic direction remains constant. Moreover, the closer the angle between the two vectors the smaller the values that the norm of their cross product takes. Accordingly, the norm of the angular velocity in Equation (24) takes high values for large differences between n A and n C 3 and low values if the two vectors are almost aligned. The angular velocity is thus assumed to be higher at the beginning of the reorientation process than close to the final equilibrium state at the end of the reorientation process. The same effect can be observed by insertion of Equation (24) into Equation (20) 
The rate of change of the characteristic direction is the part of n C 3 perpendicular to n A weighted by the constant scalar /(2t ). Thus, the reorientation occurs proportional to the sinus of the angle between n A and n C 3 . The magnitude of the stretch does not, however, have any influence on the reorientation model applied here. For other strain-based formulations of reorientation the reader is referred to Imatani and Maugin [8] , Kuhl et al. [5] and Driessen et al. [1] [2] [3] [4] , as well as to Driessen et al. [40] , wherein the applied reorientation model is additionally assumed to depend on the magnitude of the principal stretches.
Remark 3.1 (Details on the strain-driven reorientation process)
Since the material behaviour depends on the orientation but not on the direction of n A , see Equations (7) and (11), the orientation of the principal stretch direction n C 3 is changed to −n C 3 , if the angle enclosed with the characteristic direction n A is obtuse. For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that for multiple maximum stretch directions
Remark 3.2 (Alternative driving forces for the reorientation process)
For soft tissues it can be shown that a reorientation along principal stress directions is more reasonable, see for instance, Hariton et al. [7] and related discussions in Menzel [6] . A stressbased reorientation coupled with volumetric degradation of the material for thermodynamically consistent finite elastoplasticity has been discussed in Johansson et al. [18] . For reorientation of microstructures in liquid crystals or piezoelectric materials a formulation driven by gradients of the electric or the magnetic fields seems to be more realistic from a physical point of view.
CONSISTENT LINEARIZATION
For the implementation into a finite element program, standard finite elements can be used with an internal variable formulation for the characteristic direction n A .
Incremental update of characteristic direction
For the time integration of the evolution equation (20) , an implicit Euler backward scheme as discussed in Hughes and Winget [41] is conceivable, i.e. n A n+1 = n A n +ṅ A n+1 t. For such an update algorithm, a post-processing normalization n A n+1 ← n A n+1 / n A n+1 is necessary to ensure that the characteristic direction remains a unit vector.
In this work, however, a geometrically exact update is applied. The infinitesimal version of the Euler theorem indicates that the exponent exp(x A t) ∈ SO(3) of the skew symmetric tensorx A is a rotation about its axial vector x A by the angle ( x A t), see Marsden and Ratiu [42] and Gurtin [43] . Thus, the implicit exponential map
with the index n denoting the time increment, describes a rotation of the characteristic direction of the last time step n A n about the current axis x A n+1 . Hence, the characteristic direction in (26) remains a unit vector during the update procedure and a normalization is not necessary. The exponential expression in (26) can be rewritten by the Rodriguez formula
see Marsden and Ratiu [42] . Herein, = x A , n = x A / andn = −e · n are the norm of the angular velocity, the direction of the angular velocity and the corresponding skew symmetric tensor, respectively. The non-linear residual equation related to (26)
can be solved by a Newton iteration scheme. Hence, Equation (28) is expanded in linear Taylor series at n A as
For the sake of readability the indices n + 1 and k are neglected in the following. Thus, the combination of Equations (28) and (29) can be rewritten as
and solved for the increment
For the derivative of the exponential expression with respect to the characteristic direction, we apply the chain rule
wherein the derivative of the exponent of the skew symmetric tensor with respect to the corresponding axial vector can be determined by means of Rodriguez' formula (27) as described in Appendix A. The derivative of the angular velocity with respect to the characteristic vector
follows straightforwardly from the definition of the angular velocity (24) . Reformulation of the evolution equation (20) in an incremental manner yields the increment of the characteristic direction as
including the incremental angular velocity x A = x A k+1 n+1 t − x A k n+1 t. Based on this and excluding drilling rotations, the cross-product of n A and n A
yields the incremental angular velocity
Thus, the updated characteristic direction becomes
see also Betsch et al. [39] . 
Incremental tangent modulus
With the characteristic direction and the strains at hand, the stresses can be derived. Based on (13) , the relation between the incremental stresses and incremental strains results in
with the incremental tangent modulus C describing the change of stresses with respect to the change of strains
The first part of Equation (39) can be identified as the elastic tangent modulus
which can alternatively be represented depending on the invariants by application of the chain rule
see Equations (11) and (21) . For the second part of Equation (39), we introduce a fourth-order tangent modulus C n measuring the sensitivity of the stresses with respect to the structural tensor. By analogy with Equations (40) and (41), we obtain
wherein the fact that the isotropic invariants I i=1,2,3 do not depend on the structural tensor has already been considered. Thus the second part of Equation (39) becomes
Since solely the evolution of the characteristic direction is given, but not the characteristic direction itself, the last part of Equation (39) cannot be computed as directly as the others. For the computation of this derivative, we differentiate the residual of n A in the exponential update scheme as depicted in Equation (28) with respect to the right Cauchy-Green tensor
Solving this equation for the derivative in demand yields
In this, the inverse is identical to the inverse in Equation (31) . Analogous to the derivative of the exponential expression in Equation (32) , the derivative of the exponential expression with respect to the right Cauchy-Green tensor can be solved by application of the chain rule
with
The derivative of the eigenvector n C 3 with respect to its corresponding tensor C cannot be computed straightforwardly. Following Mosler and Meschke [44] , this contribution is derived from the derivative of the eigenvalue problem of C and the derivative of the normalization condition of n C 3 as described in Appendix B. A summary of the complete algorithm is given in Table I . Table I . Algorithmic update scheme.
History data: internal variable n
A n = [n A n 1 , n A n 2 , n A n 3 ] t 1. Set initial values n A = n A n , A = n A ⊗ n A , C = F t · F, S = 2 * 0 *C
Compute principal stretch directions and eigenvalues
with C e = 4 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, the constitutive specifications described previously will be discussed by means of numerical examples. Therefore, we choose an isotropic Neo-Hooke-type free energy function expanded by a transversely isotropic part
depending on the principal invariants J 1 = tr C = I 1 and J 3 = det C = · A) , see also Equation (11) . Convexity-related issues are not the focus of this work-the reader is referred to the contribution by Schröder and Neff [45] for detailed background information. We consider a simple tension test, a transversely isotropic strip under tension and a cylindrical tube under inside pressure-type loading, comparing a material with a fixed characteristic direction with a material including reorientation of the characteristic direction.
Simple tension test
To set the stage, the material behaviour will be investigated by a simple tension test, for which the maximum principal stretch direction is prescribed. Therefore, a specimen is stretched to one and a half of its original length, as illustrated in Figure 2 on the left. We compare a material with a fixed characteristic direction perpendicular to the maximum principal stretch direction with a material including reorientation of the characteristic direction. For the reorienting material, the initial characteristic direction is either parallel or perpendicular to the maximum principal stretch direction. The three different cases are depicted in Figure 2 on the right. The material parameters are the elasticity modulus E = 15.0 N/mm 2 and the Poisson ratio = 0.3 related to the Lamé constant = 8.654 N/mm 2 , and the shear modulus = 5.769 N/mm 2 , as well as the anisotropy parameter = 5.0 N/mm 2 . The relaxation time parameter t is assumed to be larger than the time step t = 1.0<t , here we choose t = 10.0, t = 100.0 and t = 200.0.
As one can see in Figure 3 (a) for the fixed characteristic direction, the angle between the characteristic direction and the principal stretch direction stays, apparently, constantly at 90 • . The stresses do not change during the entire loading process and the normal stresses perpendicular to the loading direction vanish, as expected for a standard elastic material. For reorientation with the initial characteristic direction parallel to the maximum principal stretch direction, (see Figure 3(b) ), the characteristic direction also stays constant, because the characteristic direction and the maximum principal stretch direction are aligned ab initio. Consequently, the stress zz is constant, too, but due to the stiffer characteristic direction at a higher level than in Figure 3(a) . Finally, for reorientation with the initial characteristic direction perpendicular to the maximum principal stretch direction, one can read from Figure 3 (c) that the characteristic direction reorients gradually until it is aligned with the maximum principal stretch direction. As described in Section 3.2, it is observable that the reorientation process proceeds faster at the beginning than close to the final equilibrium state. For higher values of t the relaxation time is longer than for lower values of t . As mentioned before for t → ∞ the evolution tends to zero, thus the fibre direction does not change. Furthermore, the normal stress in the loading direction starts with the same value as in Figure 3 (a) and changes due to the reorientation and alignment of the stiffer characteristic direction with the loading direction until, in the final equilibrium state, the stresses are equal to that in Figure 3 (b).
Strip under tension
A transversely isotropic strip either with fixed characteristic direction or including reorientation of the characteristic direction is considered under constant displacement load u = 1.0 as depicted in Figure 4 . The angle between the initial characteristic direction and vertical axis is assumed to be 45 • . For the material parameters we choose E = 3.0 N/mm 2 and = 0.3 related to = 1.7314 N/mm 2 and = 1.154 N/mm 2 , as well as the anisotropy parameter = 10.0 N/mm 2 , and for reorientation the relaxation time parameter t = 10.0. The time step is set to t = 0.1. In Figure 5 , the deformation and the characteristic direction n A in the material configuration are depicted for several time steps. Since the initial characteristic direction coincides for both materials, the deformations for the first loading step are identical in both cases. As expected for transverse isotropy, due to the stiffer characteristic direction, the strip deforms to an s-shape. For the fixed characteristic direction in Figure 5 (a), the deformation does not change under the constant displacement load. For the second case as depicted in Figure 5 (b), the characteristic directions rotate until, in the final equilibrium state, the angle between the characteristic direction and the maximum principal stretch direction is zero. Consequently, the deformation of the strip changes from the s-shape to an almost homogeneous elongation of the strip. Moreover, the computation converges quadratically both on the global and on the local level, as exemplarily depicted in Table II . The left table shows the global convergence for the first three loading steps. In the right table the local convergence in a point of the left bearing is depicted for the four global iterations marked grey in the left table. In the other loading steps, a similar convergence can be observed.
To show the independence of the final state on the initial fibre direction, we additionally study a fibre orientation according to the angle = −30 • . Further, as described in Remark 3.1, the material behaviour depends only on the orientation of n A , but not on the direction. To verify this, an initial fibre angle of = 150 • is considered so that the fibre points opposite to the direction represented by = −30 • . As one can see in Figure 6 , both the independence on the initial configuration and the independence on the direction of the fibre vector are guaranteed. 
Tube under inside radial displacement load
In the previous examples, we considered problems with more or less homogeneous deformations in the final state. At this point, we consider a non-homogeneous deformation by means of a transversely isotropic tube with a radial displacement load as depicted in Figure 7 . We apply an outwarded sinusoidal displacement load at the inside of the tube with a maximum displacement u max r = 0.3 in the middle of the tube. The upper and lower boundaries of the tube are As one can see in Figure 8 , for fixed fibres, the tube twists at the first time step due to higher stiffness of the fibres. The angle between the characteristic direction and the maximum principal stretch direction is distributed inhomogeneously. According to expectations, for a fixed load level, the characteristic direction as well as the deformation stay constant. In Figure 9 , the deformation and the fibre directions for reorientation are depicted. For the first time step, as expected, the deformation and fibre distribution is similar to the case with fixed fibres. For the following time steps, however, the fibres begin to rotate until they are aligned with the maximum principal stretch direction. Again, the reorientation proceeds faster at the beginning than close to the final equilibrium state. The maximum principal stretch direction is tangential in the middle of the tube and axial at the upper and lower boundary of the tube. As one can see in Figure 9 for 400 time steps, the final fibre distribution is aligned with the principal stretch direction, which is directed axially in the upper and lower parts and tangentially in the middle part. Apparent non-symmetries occur due to the fact that solely the orientation and not the direction governs the material behaviour. The twist of the tube, indicated at the beginning of the deformation, recedes due to the reorientation of the fibres.
CONCLUSION
The main concern of this contribution is the numerical implementation of fibre reorientation processes. For anisotropic elasticity, the free energy reaches a critical state for coaxial stresses and strains. For transverse isotropy such a coaxiality can be achieved if the structural tensor and the strain tensor are coaxial. Accordingly, we postulate a reorientation of fibres along the maximum principal stretch directions. The incorporation of other criteria, such as for instance, reorientation along principal stresses or averaged directions, is straightforward and would require only minor modifications of the numerical treatment. Since related algorithms and issues of implementation follow by analogy for those cases, here we focused exclusively on the strain-driven reorientation. The implementation has been realized by an implicit exponential map for the characteristic direction and application of the Rodriguez formula. Consistent linearizations have been demonstrated on the local reorientation level as well as on the global finite element level. The theory has been discussed by numerical examples. After a demonstration of the general material behaviour in terms of a simple tension test, a deformation with a homogeneous as well as an inhomogeneous final state has been considered within a finite element setting, wherein we compared materials with fixed and reorienting fibre directions. In contrast to existing explicit remodelling algorithms suggested in the literature, the formulation proposed in this contribution is particularly efficient and robust since it relies on consistent algorithmic linearizations both on the local and on the global level. Moreover, the suggested computational scheme will not only be useful for the modelling of biological tissue adaptation but rather can also be applied for applications in the wide field of optimization processes in material and structural designs. 
See, for instance, Miehe [46] .
